
Daniel Christian McKinney
1202 Conway Drive | Williamsburg, VA 23185 | (703) 798-8837 | dcmckinney@email.wm.edu

OBJECTIVE
Employment as a data analyst or similar position that fosters teamwork and discovery through the application of mathe-
matics, operations research, and computer programming.

SKILLS
A passionate teacher with a genuine love for optimization problems. Adept at explaining principles in a way that’s easy
for beginners to understand while providing nuance for the more initiated. Skilled with multiple types of software and pro-
gramming languages, highly adaptative to new environments, and a quick learner who embraces new challenges with gusto.

EDUCATION

M.S. Computer Science – Specialization in Operations Research Expected Graduation: May 2022
The College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA
GPA: 3.6 Honors & Awards: Scholarship via Teaching Assistant

B.S. Computational and Applied Mathematics and Statistics May 2018
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA
GPA: 3.61 Honors & Awards: Cum Laude, Monroe Scholar

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Learning Coach February 2019–Current
Novastar Prep, Reston, VA

• Taught students all levels of math from middle school to college
• Came up with flexible, tailored lesson plans that adapted to students’ needs
• 100

Graduate Teaching Assistant September 2020–Current
The College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA

• Lectured for an 70 person calculus course each semester
• Provided written and verbal constructive feedback to students
• Assisted students individually via online communications both during office hours and outside of them

Assistant Site Supervisor Summer 2016
FOCUS North America, Washington, D.C.

• Prepared meals for over 100 middle school students for the summer
• Organized and built rapport between volunteers from different secular and faith backgrounds
• Adapted to the complex problems of opening a new site
• Took stock of inventory and calculated best restock time

COMPUTER SKILLS

Proficient Skills
• Operating Systems: Windows, Mac
• Languages: Python, AMPL
• Applications: LATEX, MS Office

Survival Skills
• Operating Systems: Unix
• Languages: C++, Java, Spyder

INTERESTS

Tabletop and board games, running, baking, salsa dancing


